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through the complete manufacturing system, the process and
product quality transparency can be improved. In addition, the
framework is supposed to allow the analysis of interactions and
the product state propagation within the manufacturing system.
2. Characterization of Intermediate Product States
The aim of manufacturing processes is to transform raw
material into final products by value adding to meet the
customers’ requirements. This value adding consists of the
physical transformation of the products (e.g. transforming
geometry, aggregate state, chemical composition).
Consequently, product characteristics or states change with
every process step [5].
Observing or monitoring products by their intermediate
states allows describing and highlighting the product changes
or transformations over time. Thus, monitoring product states
along the whole manufacturing processes enable an overall
view of the realized changes, leading to specific product
features [5]. Figure 1 gives an overview of product states and
their intermediate features within a manufacturing process
chain.
Process Level
Input

Process 1

Product Level

QG 1

I

…

…

Process n

…

QG n

Output

IPS

(a)
…

Observation 1

(b)

Observation n

IPS i {1…i}
= Intermediate product state
Observation n {1…n} = Point of product state observation
IPF Z {A…Z}
= Intermediate product feature
Process {1…n}
= Process step
QG {1…n}
= Quality inspection station (quality gate)

For analyzing the behavior and interactions of IPS within
the manufacturing system, the proposed framework strives at
building classes of similar IPS at defined observations, socalled intermediate product classes (IPC). To define IPC, IPF
can be used as representatives for one observation to identify
state characteristics. Figure 2 demonstrates the idea of IPC and
their propagation within a manufacturing system.
Input
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∑
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∑

IPC
1.1
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1.z
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Observation 1

Observation 2

…

Process n

…
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IPC
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…

…

An intermediate product state (IPS) characterizes a product
at a certain observation point along the manufacturing process
chain by a combination of intermediate product features (IPF)
[5]. IPF are defined as a quantitative (e.g. temperature) or
qualitative (e.g. material composition) description of the
product itself as well as definable and deterministic
measurements [6,5].
A product state changes due to external influences like
manufacturing processing from one observation to another
when at least one IPF is changed [6,4].
Theoretically, product features change constantly within the
manufacturing process chain, leading to a strict time
dependency for product states. Therefore, it is of high
importance to define observation points that are similar in the
sense of comparability of different product states. Here, quality
inspection stations are useful, since they are installed in
predefined places in the process chain. Moreover, due to the
use of digital methods and tools, virtual inspection stations can
be installed at almost every possible observation point. This
supports, for example, the definition of product states that
cannot be achieved with conventional measurement

3. Conceptual Framework for Data-Driven Analysis of
Product State Propagation

…

Figure 1: Overview of product states and intermediate product features and
states (adopted from [5])

technologies, e.g. within a process or during a time-dependent
process (reflow oven). The use and allocation of inspection
stations to individual processes is again very process- and
product-dependent.
In addition, it is necessary to describe the IPS in a
comprehensive way. Therefore, it is important to choose
relevant IPF for certain observations. To identify these, it is
useful to consider the whole manufacturing system [7]. In this
context, data analytics tools can be very helpful to identify
relevant product features.
Within a manufacturing system, different dependencies or
interdependencies can occur. Regarding the IPS, bi-directional
relations between IPF within one product state may exist (see
Figure 1 (a)). However, a forward relation can appear between
a product state and their successor (see Figure 1 (b)). Forward
relations can occur between two following product states or
between random product states [6].
Applying this approach to quality management, product
states could be used to forecast final states along the process
chain. Moreover, deviations in the product states can be
detected and appropriate actions can be taken to ensure the
required quality.

Output

IPF
IPS
IPC
n.z

IPC
n.z

Observation n

∑𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 : Sum of intermediate product classes at observation n
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 . : Intermediate product class z at observation n
IPS
: Intermediate product state i at observation n
IPF
: Intermediate product feature k at observation n
: Propagation frequency of IPC

Figure 2: Overview and propagation of IPC within a manufacturing system

Each box represents an observation, whereas 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛.𝑧𝑧
characterizes one IPC for one observation based on clustering
of IPF. The amount of different IPC is therefore dependent on
the individual observation and the corresponding available IPF
as input data (e.g. inspection results).
In order to derive characteristic IPC, a framework for a data
driven analysis using machine learning is proposed in Figure 3.
The approach draws on clustering methods that need less
parameterization effort and supports the resulting models’
interplay with visualizations for model analysis and knowledge
building.
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Figure 3: Framework for data-based analysis of product state propagation through the eyes of visual analytics (adapted from [13])

Visualizations play a vital role in industrial data analysis,
e.g. facilitating data understanding, model evaluation and
knowledge extraction from models. In this context, visual
analytics (VA) is a multidisciplinary approach that combines
data analysis with visualizations. VA can be described as “the
science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces” [8]. The process of VA is characterized by a humancentered approach, facilitating hypothesizing and an informed
decision-making through complexity reduction of huge data
sets [9]. Through VA the user is enabled to deal with massive,
dynamically changing data and detect anomalies, changes,
patterns and relationships, in order to gain new knowledge [10].
Keim et al. (2008) proposed a framework that structures
elements and processes of VA by describing the interplay of
data acquisition, models, visualizations and knowledge
extraction [11]. The framework of visual analytics delivers an
appropriate foundation for a structured mapping of the
proposed modeling procedure (see Figure 3).
To analyze the behavior of IPC along the processes within a
manufacturing system, the proposed framework is based on
VA. The framework is graphically shown in Figure 3.
The framework can be separated into the three consecutive
steps: data understanding and preparation (1), model building
and visualization (2) and finally, visualization and knowledge
building (3). The methods and considerations to be taken
within these steps are described in the following.
3.1. Data understanding and preparation
Following the task of deriving knowledge on IPC at
different observation points and their propagation throughout
the process chain, a data set that describes the IPF at different
observation points is needed. The first step is to become
familiar with the underlying data set. During this phase, known
as data understanding, methods of exploratory data analysis
are widely utilized. For example, the data set is examined with
regard to distributions (e.g. median, standard deviation,
skewness), correlations, data quality (e.g. missing values,
wrong values) and outliers. Data understanding provides an
important basis for the selection of relevant features as well as

for the creation of further meaningful features derived from the
existing ones (feature engineering). In addition, the data set is
pre-processed in a model-oriented manner during data
preparation. An essential task of the proposed approach is the
separation of the data set into observation-specific sub-sets.
This ensures that the IPF at a given observation point is only
generated based on the previous processing of the product.
Furthermore, the features are to be standardized, especially
when partitioning methods are to be used. Furthermore,
depending on the machine learning method, only numerical
features may be applicable.
3.2. Model building and visualization
The proposed approach pursues the deviation of IPC at
different observation points n (see Figure 2). For this purpose,
model building through machine learning has to be carried out.
The focus of this paper is on unsupervised machine learning
algorithms. The basic assumption here to identify different IPC
is that similar states are characterized by a smaller distance
from each other than dissimilar ones. With the help of the
collected data per observation, the similarity of states can be
quantified [8].
One main principle in unsupervised machine learning is
clustering that can be divided in two main approaches.
Hierarchical clustering is defined as an algorithm which builds
clusters based on minimal distances between the individual
observations. Within this category of clustering algorithms,
two main perspectives which lead to the final hierarchical
structure are differentiated. Agglomerative clustering
represents the bottom-up approach and starts with creating
clusters with exactly one object each. Based on the minimal
distance, two clusters are then merged into a higher order
cluster. Divisive clustering, on the other hand, is the top-down
approach of hierarchical clustering. At the beginning of the
algorithm, one big cluster comprising all observations is
formed and then gradually divided into clusters of a lower
order. [8,9]
Another common clustering methodology is the partitioning
algorithm, which focuses on the number of observations within
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an area. Its main goal is to divide a set of data points into a
predefined number of k clusters. This can be achieved using
either centroids or medoids which are calculated by the mean
of all data points or the median of all data points, respectively.
The most widely used partitioning algorithm is the k-means
algorithm. [8,9]
The proposed approach aims at identifying similar or
characteristic classes of IPS within the IPF (see Figure 2, right
side). Therefore, the number of classes is not known in
advance. In addition, for each individual observation a
separated model has to be built. For each specific model, the
parameters are iteratively refined. Further, supervised machine
learning approaches can for example be used to assign product
states to already known IPC (e.g. good or defect product
quality).
Model visualization (e.g. scatter-plot) supports in evaluating
the model with respect to its meaningfulness for the use case.
The iterative cycle of model building and model visualization
can be supported and partly automated by analyzing the elbow
curve (e.g. model parameter against the silhouette coefficient)
of selected model parameters (see section 4.3). Deciding on
which machine learning approach to choose strongly depends
on the examined use case and its data structure and may not be
the same method for each observation of the process chain.
Moreover, visualization and evaluation of model results
strongly depend on the business and data understanding.
3.3. Visualization and Knowledge Building
To complete the visual analytics cycle, process knowledge
is to be gained from the observation-specific models obtained
previously (knowledge building). Among other insights, a key
statement should be made regarding the propagation of IPC
along the process chain. As an appropriate visualization for
displaying the propagation of IPC through the manufacturing
system, a Sankey diagram can be used (see Figure 2). In
manufacturing, Sankey diagrams are used to reduce complexity
while showing important interactions within the system.
Moreover, it is a comprehensive way to show quantitative and
qualitative information within a customized visualization,
showing different levels of detail.
On the one hand, this visualization can help to identify
preferences regarding the propagation to certain classes. On the
other hand, the width of the arrows indicates how likely it is for
an IPC to result in a particular IPC in a subsequent observation
(see Figure 2). This information can be used, for example, to
identify IPC combinations that lead to particularly faulty parts.
In this case, manufacturing control strategies can be derived.
For example, these parts could be extracted early in the
production chain to save the related costs, better (and probably
cheaper) rework methods could be assigned due to the early
finding of the defects or the following production process
parameters might be adjusted to the special conditions of the
parts.
Moreover, based on the propagation of IPC, class specific
quality inspection strategies can be defined to reduce
inspection effort (e.g. skipping of inspection).

4. Case Study
In order to analyze the behavior of the products along the
manufacturing process chain, product state classes are formed
within this case study on the basis of quality inspection data.
With help of these classes, interactions may be analyzed and
forecasts made with regard to future quality states.
4.1. Description of Case Study
The case study within this paper is covers the printed circuit
board (PCB) assembly in electronic production. The PCB
production line adopted for this case study focusses on surface
mounted technology (SMT). Here, the individual components
are placed on the surface of the PCB and soldered conductively.
During the printing process, soldering paste is dispersed onto
the surface of the PCB. This is followed by the solder paste
inspection (SPI). To ensure a reliable connection of the
components, a defined amount of solder paste is needed and
variations in the solder paste volume have to be minimized.
The products are then inserted into the pick & place machine
(P&P). The P&P places the individual components on the
liquid solder in several sequential steps. After placing all
components on the board, the PCB pass through a reflow oven
in which the solder is melted and the connection pins are firmly
soldered to the PCB. The automated optical inspection (AOI)
checks the PCB after the reflow oven as a final examination at
the end of line.
Observed defects are often a combination of effects from
several processes. For instance, due to offset component
placement during P&P and excessive soak times within the
reflow oven, solder shorts can occur. Further, solder shorts can
also result from too much solder volume disposition during
printing [12].
Therefore, it is important to analyze the behavior from
different product state classes over the whole process chain to
understand failure states and derive specific strategies.
4.2. Data understanding and preparation
Within this case study, the focus is on quality inspection data
from SPI and AOI. The SPI inspection results offer information
about solder paste disposition on the PCB. By laser scanning
technology, a 3D profile of the solder paste on the PCB is
provided. Here, measured values for defined sample areas can
be solder area, volume or height [12,13].
The AOI represents an image processing technology that is
very often used in the assembly of PCB. It evaluates the quality
of components on the PCB by machine vision recorded with a
high speed and precision camera system, here, quantitative
measurement results like angle, tilt, x- and y-direction. These
measured values are used as IPF at the respective observations.
The respective dataset consists of quantitative inspection
results from SPI and AOI (e.g. height or angle) as features,
whereas each sample represents one inspection.
Within this paper, all existing numerical features are used
and no feature selection or engineering is applied on the
dataset. To achieve comparability of the data, all features are
standardized by removing the mean and scaling to unit
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variance. In the context of this case study, extensive and
complicated preprocessing was deliberately avoided in order to
show which results could be achieved based on available data.
4.3. Cluster model building and visualization
The aim of this paper is to enhance the clustering of IPS to
identify different IPC. Within this case study, the focus is on
partitioning clustering algorithm. Here in particular, one
promising approach is density based clustering. This type of
clustering separates areas with a high density of data points
from areas low in density. In a next step, areas with high density
are assigned to a cluster, whereas areas with low density are
excluded as so-called noise. In order to be able to make a clear
distinction between the two categories, a threshold for the
minimum density within a cluster has to be defined [15,14].
The most common density-based algorithm is DBSCAN
(Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise)
which is also the underlying algorithm applied in the case
study.
DBSCAN has three major advantages.. Firstly, it can
discover clusters of different shapes unlike other clustering
algorithms like k-means. Furthermore, outliers are reliably
detected and treated as noise points, hence are not being taken
into consideration anymore. Another main benefit is that there
is no need to define a number of clusters [14].
The inspection results of SPI and AOI are treated as two
different observations. Hence, the observation specific data is
clustered separately. To build an appropriate clustering model,
an iterative parameter refinement is performed based on the
shown framework in Figure 3. Hence, different clustering
models are calculated with changing eps-values. Moreover, for
each model the corresponding silhouette coefficient is
calculated as an evaluation score.
The silhouette coefficient measures the distance between
resulting clusters and shows how close data points in one
cluster are to points in the neighboring clusters. The coefficient
has a range between [-1, 1], where 1 indicates that the data
point is far away from the neighboring clusters, 0 indicates that
the sample is close to the decision boundary and -1 indicates
that the data point is assigned to the wrong cluster [16].
Since the silhouette coefficient cannot be interpreted as an
absolute recommendation to choose the eps-value, different
clustering models need to be built to evaluate the results based
on the business understanding (see Figure 3). The models with
an eps-value around 3.5 show one huge cluster. Therefore,
starting from the highest silhouette coefficient, different
models are created and validated by the number of clusters and
associated samples.

Figure 4: SPI plot of silhouette coefficient based on eps-values (left) and
clustering results with eps-value of 0.7 (right)
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For the SPI observation, an eps-value of 0.7 with a silhouette
coefficient of about 68 % was chosen with a resulting
clustering model of nine clusters (see Figure 4 right side).
These clusters are interpreted as PSC. Overall, it can be seen
that the clusters are clearly separated, even in dense areas. Only
one area on the upper left shows some overlapping clusters. In
this case, this can be explained by the two-dimensional
representation.
In case of the AOI observation, the same procedure was
chosen. Hence, the silhouette coefficients for different epsvalues were calculated. Based on this, various models were
created and checked on the basis of and with regard to the
meaningfulness of the results in order to refine the parameter
of the DBSCAN model. Figure 5 graphically shows the results
for clustering the IPS.
On the left side, the eps-value with respect to the silhouette
coefficient is plotted. The highest silhouette coefficients are
reached with an eps-value over 3.3. However, cluster models
with this parameter lead to huge clusters or not assigned data
points. Therefore, the model parameters are refined stepwise by
visualizing the model results with decreasing eps-values. Best
results are achieved with the selected algorithm at an eps-value
of 3.2 and a silhouette coefficient of about 57 %. The cluster
results plotted with two principal components are shown in
Figure 5 on the right side.
The model assigns one large cluster in the center, which
corresponds to the high proportion of parts classified as good.
However, it can be seen that there are different clusters located
on cluster 0. Moreover, it can be stated that even outliers are
assigned to cluster 0. Therefore, compared to the results of the
SPI, it can be concluded that the results of the DBSCAN
clustering on AOI inspection data are significantly more
difficult to follow from the data and business understanding
perspective.

Figure 5: AOI plot of silhouette coefficient based on eps-values (left) and
clustering results with eps-value of 3.2 (right)

4.4. Visualization and Analysis of Results
In order to describe the propagation and analyze
interdependencies of product state classes within a
manufacturing system, it is important to visualize existing IPC
flows in the system. To gain even more insight into the
characteristics of IPC within electronic manufacturing process
chains, the propagation from the inspection stations SPI to AOI
is shown by a Sankey diagram in Figure 6.
In the upper part of the figure, the respective processes and
inspection stations are shown. In the lower part of the figure, a
Sankey diagram is presented. The left side of the Sankey
diagram shows existing IPC of SPI, based on the clustering in
chapter 4.3. These classes are labeled with the prefix of the
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corresponding observation (e.g. SPI or AOI). This is followed
on the right side with the classes of the AOI. The width of each
arrow is proportional to its frequency. The classes “-1”
represent outliers, meaning that the density-based clustering
algorithm could not find enough close neighboring points to
meet necessary criteria.
For example, the results show one large product class
propagation from SPI_5 to AOI_0. Moreover, it can be
analyzed that all flows of SPI end up in AOI_0 at least to some
share. Here, further analysis is necessary to check why these
classes differ from SPI_5 if they finally end up in a conforming
AOI PCB. However, based on the size of the classes, it can be
assumed that these are potential “good” PCB.
In addition, it can be stated that the class AOI_2 is only
connected to SPI_-1 and SPI_8. A clear connection and
interaction between these classes can be identified. However, it
needs to be analyzed why PCB in SPI_-1 cannot be assigned to
different clusters and whether, for example, AOI_2 is a faulty
class. In this case, products that are assigned to SPI_-1 and
SPI_8 could be removed directly from the production line to
avoid waste. As shown in Figure 6, these classes can be seen as
potential “error prone” PCB.
Process Level
Input

Printer

SPI

…

P&P

…

Oven

…

AOI

…

Output

Product Level

Potential range of
„Good“ PCB

Potential range of
„Error prone“ PCB

Potential range
of „Good“ PCB

Potential range of
„Error prone“
PCB

Figure 6: Resulting Sankey diagram showing the propagation of product state
classes from SPI to AOI

5. Discussion and Outlook
The developed framework offers a structured approach to
analyze the propagation of product states along the
manufacturing process chain. Based on this, the behavior of
different products within a manufacturing system can be
tracked and product class specific control strategies can be
derived. The approach is iterative with multiple visualizations
in order to achieve valid model parameters.
The case study has demonstrated the applicability and use
of the developed framework. However, the results have shown
that extensive data preprocessing is necessary in order to
achieve good clustering results. In particular, the results of the
AOI have shown that the selection of the algorithm based on
the available data should be case-specific.
Further work is necessary to apply the framework on a larger
manufacturing system with several observations and a final
quality inspection. On this basis, further investigations can be
carried out with regard to the prediction of product properties
based on the IPC and to analyze and quantify the behavior to
derive meaningful manufacturing control strategies. In addition
to the quantitative evaluation of the model performance, the

IPC must be validated with regard to its usefulness and
significance. Moreover, machine learning approaches have to
be tested and validated to find optimal IPC combinations and
reduce the effort for manual pre-processing of data.
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